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Abstract

This paper reports two sets of important results in our explo-
ration of an interconnect-centric design ow for deep submicron
(DSM) designs: (i) We obtain e�cient yet accurate wiring area
estimation models for optimal wire sizing (OWS). We also pro-
pose a simple metric to guide area-e�cient performance opti-
mization; (ii) Guided by our interconnect estimation models, we
study the interconnect architecture planning problem for wire-
width designs. We achieve a rather surprising result which sug-
gests that two pre-determined wire widths per metal layer are
su�cient to achieve near-optimal performance. This result will
greatly simplify the routing architecture and tools for DSM de-
signs. We believe that our interconnect estimation and planning
results will have a signi�cant impact on DSM designs.

1 Introduction

For deep submicron (DSM) VLSI designs, interconnect has be-
come a dominant factor in determining the overall circuit perfor-
mance, reliability, and cost. As a result, in recent years many
interconnect optimization techniques, including wire sizing and
spacing, bu�er insertion and sizing, etc., have been proposed and
shown to be very e�ective (e.g., see [1] for a survey). How-
ever, these interconnect optimization algorithms are mainly for
physical level, and not e�cient to be used in higher level synthe-
sis/planning tools.

Interconnect estimation modeling is to seek fast yet accurate
metrics to estimate the optimal performance under various inter-
connect optimizations. It provides an enabling mechanism to ef-
fectively couple the synthesis/planning tools and the interconnect
optimization algorithms. [2] developed the �rst set of intercon-
nect delay estimation models with interconnect optimizations, in-
cluding optimal wire sizing (OWS), simultaneous driver and wire
sizing, and simultaneous bu�er insertion/sizing and wire sizing.

However, [2] does not provide wiring area estimation under
interconnect optimization. The wiring resources must also be
planned at high levels to make sure that the planned interconnect
optimization is realizable at the layout level.

In this paper, we study interconnect estimation for both delay
and area, with consideration of coupling capacitance. Based on
our simple but accurate estimation modeling, we also propose a
novel interconnect architecture planning methodology for wire-
width design. Our main contributions include the following:

� First, we develop a very simple closed-form area estimation
model for OWS [3]. In addition, we �nd that two simple
wire sizing schemes, namely single-width sizing (1-WS) and
two-width sizing (2-WS) can be used to approximate OWS
reasonably well to certain extend.

� We study the tradeo� between area and delay and propose
a metric AT 4 (A{area, T{delay) to guide the area-e�cient
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performance optimization. This metric usually leads to
more than 60% area reduction but with only about 10%
delay increase compared with pure delay-driven metric.

� Our delay sensitivity study further suggests that there exist
some small set of \globally" optimal widths for a wide range
of interconnect lengths. We obtain such \globally" optimal
wire width design, and show rather surprisingly that using
two \pre-designed" widths, we are still able to achieve close
to optimal performance compared with those by using many
possible widths.

The rest of the paper will be organized as follows. Section 2
states the preliminaries. Section 3 studies interconnect estimation
modeling. Section 4 presents results on interconnect architecture
planning, speci�cally the wire-width planning, followed by the
conclusion in Section 5. Due to the space limitation, details of
this work are left out in a technical report [4].

2 Preliminaries

The key parameters used by our interconnect estimation and
planning programs are listed below.

� Wmin: the minimum wire width

� Smin: the minimum wire spacing

� r: the sheet resistance

� ca: the unit area capacitance

� cf : the unit e�ective-fringing capacitance [5]

� tg : the intrinsic device delay

� cg: input capacitance of a minimum device

� rg: output resistance of a minimum device

� Rd: the driver e�ective resistance

� l: interconnect length

� CL: loading capacitance.

Most values of these parameters used in our study are based
on the 1997 National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors
(NTRS'97) [6]. We consider the e�ect of interconnect reverse
scaling at higher metal layers. Similar to [7], we de�ne a tier to
be a pair of adjacent metal layers with the same cross-sectional
dimensions. So from bottom to top, Tier1 refers to metal layers
1 and 2, Tier2 refers to metal layers 3 and 4, . . . , and Tier4 refers
to metal layers 7 and 8. Since NTRS'97 only provides the geom-
etry information for Tier1, for higher metal layers, we adopt the
geometry information from UC Berkeley's Strawman technology
[8] and from SEMATECH [9]. For capacitance extraction, we
use the 2.5D capacitance extraction method in [10]. All values of
these parameters can be found in [4].

Since interconnect estimation and planning are intended for
early design planning stages, we will use simple but reasonably ac-
curate interconnect, device and delay calculation models. Similar
to [2], we model a device as a switch-level RC circuit [1], and use
the well-known Elmore delay model [11] for delay computation.



3 Interconnect Delay and Area Estimation

In this section, we study interconnect estimation modeling. We
�rst present the area estimation model for optimal wire sizing
(OWS) [3] algorithm. Then we show that two simpli�ed wire
sizing schemes, namely single-width sizing (1-WS) and two-width
sizing (2-WS) are good approximation of OWS in a wide range.
We further explore the delay/area trade-o� and propose a new
metric for area-e�cient performance optimization.

3.1 Area Estimation for Optimal Wire-Sizing (OWS)

Our extensive study of OWS (details in [4]) shows that the average
wire width using OWS algorithm [3] for an interconnect of length
l can be expressed in the following simple closed-form formula

wavg(l) =

r
r(cf l + 2CL)

2Rdca
(1)

From this, we can see that larger cf and CL lead to larger wire
sizing; while larger Rd (weaker driver) and ca lead to smaller wire
sizing. It con�rms the WS/DS, WS/CL relationships in [12] and
the e�ective-fringing property in [5].

Our model gives very accurate wiring area estimation for
OWS (usually within 5% error). As an example, Figure 1 shows
the comparison of average wire width from our model with that
from running OWS algorithm in the UCLA TRIO package [1].
For Tier1, the average wire width from our estimation model is
almost identical to that from TRIO. For Tier4, our model gives
just slightly larger (about 5%) estimation than TRIO.
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Figure 1: Comparison of our area (width) estimation model
and TRIO for Tier1 and Tier4 under 0.10 �m technology with
Rd = rg=100, CL = cg � 100.

3.2 Two Simple Wire-Sizing Schemes

To simplify the potential routing problem caused by many pos-
sible wire widths of using OWS, we study two simple wire-sizing
schemes, namely the optimal single-width sizing (1-WS) and op-
timal two-width sizing (2-WS). As implied by their names, 1-WS
computes the best wire sizing solution with one uniform width,
and 2-WS computes the best wire sizing solution with two possible
widths (together with the length under each width). Derivation
of 1-WS and 2-WS solutions is fairly straightforward (see details
in [4]). Our study shows, rather surprisingly, that 1-WS and 2-
WS are good approximation to OWS, in both delay and area,
for a wide range of interconnect lengths (e.g., for interconnects
shorter than the critical length in [2]).

Figure 2 shows the delay comparison of 1-WS, 2-WS and OWS
for Tier1 and Tier4 under 0.10�m technology. For Tier1, 1-WS
and 2-WS have at most 10% more delay than OWS for wire length
up to 5mm. For Tier4, 1-WS and 2-WS have almost the same

delay as OWS for all wire length up to 2cm. In this �gure, we
assume constant cf for di�erent widths as in [3]. However, when
we take coupling capacitance into consideration, cf will be a func-
tion of wire width (e.g., in the �xed pitch-spacing scenario of [5]),
and 2-WS will have signi�cant advantage over 1-WS, as we shall
see in Section 4.3.
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Figure 2: Comparison of 1-WS, 2WS and OWS for Tier1 and
Tier4 using the 0.10 �m technology. Rd = rg=100, CL = cg�100.

3.3 Delay/Area Trade-o� and Sensitivity Study

So far, our objective is pure delay minimization, which may lead
to signi�cant area overhead. To obtain a good metric for area
e�cient performance optimization, we have performed extensive
experiments on di�erent area-delay metrics, including T (delay
only), AT (area-delay product), AT 2 (area-delay-square prod-
uct), AT 3, AT 4, AT 5, etc. Our study concludes that AT 4 is a
suitable metric for area-e�cient performance optimization, result-
ing only marginal delay increase, but signi�cant area reduction.
Figure 3 shows an example. The optimal widths of a 2cm in-
terconnect for T , AT 5, AT 4, AT 3, AT 2, AT are 2.6, 1.15, 1.0,
0.6, 0.3, and 0.1�m, with delays of 0.48, 0.52, 0.53, 0.62, 0.84,
and 1.77ns, respectively. The optimal width under the AT 4 met-
ric uses 62% smaller wiring area than that under the T metric
(20,000�m2 vs. 52,000�m2), but with only 10% increase of de-
lay. Therefore, we propose AT 4 as a performance-driven yet area-
e�cient metric for interconnect optimization. It will be used in
Section 4 for interconnect architecture planning.
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Figure 3: Di�erent optimization metrics for a 2cm interconnect
in Tier4 under the 0.10 �m technology. Rd = rg=100, CL =
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4 Interconnect Architecture Planning

4.1 Motivation

From our study of delay-area sensitivity study in the previous
section, a very interesting observation is that the delay is not
sensitive to certain degree wire width variations around the opti-
mal solution. This not only suggests that we can achieve close to
optimal performance with signi�cant area saving (as we show in
Section 3.3), but also suggests that there may exist a small set of
\globally" optimal widths for a range of interconnect lengths, so
that we may use a small set of pre-determined \�xed" widths to
get close to optimal performance for all interconnects in a wide
range of wire lengths (not just one length!), as opposed to the
wire sizing solution with many di�erent widths obtained from
running complicated wire sizing/spacing algorithms [3, 5]. This
optimal wire-width design, on one hand, still guarantees near-
optimal performance; on the other hand, greatly simpli�es the
detailed routing problem and the interaction between higher level
design planning/optimization tools and lower level routing tools.
In particular, if only one or two �xed widths are used for every
metal layer, a full-blown gridless router may not be necessary.
This may signi�cantly simplify many problems, including RC ex-
traction, detailed routing and layout veri�cation.

4.2 Overall Approach

Our wire-width planning is tier-based, i.e., we will determine the
best width designs for each tier. In general, local interconnects
are routed in the lower tier (Tier1), while global interconnects
are routed in the higher tier (Tier3 or Tier4). The wire length
distribution on di�erent tiers usually varies from design to design,
and also depends on the layout tools and optimization objectives.
In our study, we assume that the maximum wire length (lmax) in
Tier1 is 10; 000� feature size, and lmax in the top tier is Ledge,
i.e, the chip dimension under a given technology [9]. The lmax in
the intermediate tiers will be determined by a geometric sequence
such that for any tier i, lmax(i+1)=lmax(i) = lmax(i)=lmax(i�1).
Table 1 shows lmax of each tier for NTRS'97 technologies. The
minimum wire length for tier i is the maximum length for tier
i � 1, i.e., lmin(i) = lmax(i � 1). We also take a representative
driver for each metal tier for our wire width planning. The drivers
for Tier1 through Tier4 are 10�, 40�, 100�, and 250� of the
minimum gate in the given technology, respectively.

Tech (�m) 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07
Tier1 2.50 1.80 1.30 1.00 0.70
Tier2 6.50 5.85 3.27 2.84 2.30
Tier3 17.3 19.0 8.23 8.04 7.57
Tier4 - - 20.7 22.8 24.9

Table 1: Maximum wire length (in mm) assigned to each tier.

Given the wire length range for each tier, the wire-width de-

sign problem is to �nd the best width vector ~W such that the
following objective function

�( ~W; lmin; lmax) =

Z lmax

l
min

�(l) � f( ~W; l)dl (2)

is minimized, where �(l) is the distribution function of l, and

f( ~W; l) is the objective function to be minimized by the design.

In this study we choose f(l) = Aj( ~W; l) �T k( ~W; l), where A( ~W; l)

and T ( ~W; l) denote the area and delay using ~W . For our 1-width

design, ~W has only one component W . For 2-width design, ~W
has two components W1 and W2. For j = 0 and k = 1, the ob-
jective is performance optimization only. However, as we observe
in Section 3, this tends to use large wire width with marginal
performance gain, since the delay/width curve becomes very at
while approaching optimal delay. So we use the AT 4 (i.e., j = 1
and k = 4) metric for area-e�cient performance optimization.

For our current study, we assume �(l) is a uniform distribu-
tion function. Other distribution functions such as wire length
distribution function in [13], can also be used. Yet, our results in
Section 4.3 show that our 2-width design is so robust that it can
be applied to any length distribution function, with predictable
small amount of errors compared with the optimal solution using
many possible widths.

The overall approach of the wire-width planning is straight-
forward. Basically, we want to �nd the best 1-width or 2-width
pair to minimize the objective function in (2). We take 1-width
planning with metric T as an example to illustrate how the wire-
width planning works. For 1-width planning, we need to de-

termine the best width W � to minimize
R lmax
l
min

T (w; l)dl where

T (w; l) = Rdcf l+RdCL+
1
2
rca�l2+Rdcal�w+

�
1
2
rcf l

2 + rlCL
�
�
1
w

is the delay for wire length l with width w. Then the \globally"
optimal width W � is

W � =

vuutR lmax
l
min

r( 1
2
rcf l+ rCL)ldlR lmax

l
min

Rdcaldl

=

s
1
3
rcf (l3max � l3

min
) + rCL(l2max � l2

min
)

Rdca(l2max � l2
min

)
(3)

For the 1-width design under metric AT 4, a simple analytical
formula like (3) cannot be obtained as we need to solve an 8-th
order equation for w, which does not have analytical solutions.
But since the complexity of our delay and area modeling is very
low, we can easily enumerate all available wire widths (provided
by a given technology) to �nd the the best width design.

Similarly for the two-width design, we can obtain the \glob-
ally" optimal width pair W �

1 and W �

2 in an exhaustive search
manner. Without loss of generality, we assume that W �

2 = �W �

1 .
Our study shows that � is usually between 2 to 3. Given each �,
we can easily search the best W �

1 . In practice, we just need to

search two �'s1, � = 2 and � = 3, which can be done very e�-
ciently. We shall point out that the complexity of the wire-width
planning step is not a major concern, since we just need to run
it once for all future designs under a given technology.

4.3 Case Study for 0.10�m Technology

In this subsection, we present our result of using 1-width and
2-width designs under AT 4 metric. It suggest that the 2-width
design under AT 4 metric has both area e�ciency and also near-
optimal performance.

Table 2 shows the comparison of using our 1-width, 2-width
designs from running GISS algorithm [5] with many wire width
choices. Three di�erent pitch-spacings (pitch-sp) between adja-
cent wires in Tier4 of 0.10�m technology are used. For each
pitch-sp, we compare the average delay, the maximum delay dif-
ference (in percentage) from GISS (�Tmax) for all lengths, and
the average width. For pitch-spacing of 2.0 �m, 1-width design
has average delay about 14% and 20% larger than those from 2-
width design and GISS. Moreover, it has an average wire width
(thus area) about 1.83� and 1.92� of those from 2-WS and GISS.
The 2-width design, however, has close to optimal delay compared
to the solution obtained from running GISS algorithm (just 3-5%
larger) and uses only slightly bigger area (less than 5%) than
that of GISS. When the pitch-spacing becomes larger, the di�er-
ence between 1-width design, 2-width design and GISS will get
smaller. In the table, we also list the maximum delay di�erence
from GISS. It is an important metric which can bound our es-
timation error under any length distribution function �(l) in (2)
based on the following theorem.

1In fact, we try many di�erent �'s (not just integers) in our ex-
periments and it turns out that � = 2 or 3 is good enough.



Scheme pitch-sp=2.0 �m pitch-sp=2.9 �m pitch-sp=3.8 �m
Tavg �Tmax avg-w Tavg �Tmax avg-w Tavg �Tmax avg-w

1-width 0.245 28.2% 1.98 0.177 15.7% 1.83 0.143 5.9% 1.63
2-width 0.215 7.0% 1.08 0.167 5.9% 1.23 0.140 3.9% 1.41
GISS [5] 0.204 - 1.03 0.159 - 1.19 0.136 - 1.38

Table 2: Comparison of using 1-width design, 2-width design and running GISS algorithm with many wire width choices (up to 50�
min width). Tier4 of 0:10�m technology is used, with wirelength range from 8.04 to 22.8mm. Driver size is 250 � min.

Theorem 1 If j
f( ~W;l)�f( ~W�;l)

f( ~W�;l)
j � �max for any l 2 (lmin; lmax),

then for any distribution function �(l), we have�����( ~W; lmin; lmax)� �( ~W �; lmin; lmax)

�( ~W �; lmin; lmax)

���� � �max: (4)

Since for the 2-width design derived from uniform distribution
�(l) � 1, the maximum delay di�erence �Tmax is only 3.9{7%,
according to Theorem 1, this 2-width design will di�er from the
optimal-width design (using possibly many widths) by at most
3.9{7% for any distribution function �(l).

4.4 Recommendation for Future Technologies

We have further performed wire-width planning for future tech-
nology generations listed in NTRS'97 from 0.25 to 0.07�m. Our
recommendation is based on the optimal 2-width design under the
area-e�cient performance optimization metric AT 4. The results
are shown in Table 3. It suggests to use the minimum widths for
local interconnects in Tier1. For Tier2 to Tier4, it suggests to use
two di�erent pre-determined wire widths with 1:2 ratio. There-
fore, we have a wiring hierarchy on di�erent metal layers such
that Tier2 is about 1-2 times wider than Tier1, Tier3 is about
2-3 times wider than Tier2, and Tier4 (if available) is about 4-5
times wider than Tier3. Such a simple, pre-determined wiring
hierarchy can e�ectively achieve close to optimal RC delays for
all local, semi-global and global interconnects while ensuring high
routing density and much simpli�ed routing solutions.

Tech. (�m) 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07

Tier1 W �

1 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07
W �

2 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07
Tier2 W �

1 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.08
W �

2 0.50 0.36 0.26 0.20 0.16
Tier3 W �

1 0.65 0.47 0.24 0.22 0.23
W �

2 1.30 0.94 0.48 0.44 0.46
Tier4 W �

1 - - 0.98 1.00 1.06
W �

2 - - 1.96 2.00 2.12

Table 3: Wire-width design (in �m) for area-e�cient perfor-
mance optimization.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented two sets of important results
on an interconnect-centric design ow. First, we obtain a sim-
ple wiring area estimation formula for OWS. We further pro-
pose two simpli�ed wire sizing schemes (1-WS and 2-WS) and
an area-e�cient performance optimization metric AT 4 for inter-
connect optimization. Based on these simple but accurate esti-
mation models, we then study interconnect architecture planning
for wire-width designs. We show that using two pre-determined
wire widths for each metal layer, one can achieve near-optimal
performance compared to that from running complex wire siz-
ing/spacing algorithms with many possible wire widths. It shall
be noted that our wire-width planning assumes a typical driver
size for each metal layer. Our study shows that it is valid to
certain degree of driver size variation. For example, the average

error with 2� driver size variation will be up to 8% (cf. 5% in
Table 2) and the maximum error will be up to 18% (cf. 7% in Ta-
ble 2). If driver variation becomes even larger, our 2-width design
under the AT 4 metric may not be adequate to achieve near op-
timal performance for all interconnect lengths in each tier. More
wire width or modi�ed design metric may then be needed, which
is currently under investigation.

We expect that our interconnect estimation models be used
in many applications such as interconnect-driven synthesis, oor-
planning and placement. Our wire-width planning results may
greatly simplify the performance-driven routing architecture for
DSM designs.
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